Duties of the ACS/Officers

Athletic Manager

The responsibilities of the Athletic Manager are threefold. First, he is charged with the preparation of the budget. All awards given by the ACS/ are based on this budget and no job is more or less realistic; but in any event the budget is a matter of serious, rising prices, and perhaps increased enrollment, so every detail of the job will demand some original thinking.

Rams Assembly

Rams Assembly is the student group that represents the student body as a whole. The primary function of Rams Assembly is to act as an official representative of the student body, in any and all capacities, to the faculty, the administration, the athletic department, and the student body.

The third phase of the Athletic Manager's work is the training of the student body in the organization. The primary responsibility of the Athletic Manager is to train the student body in the organization and to work with the faculty, the administration, and the student body in this training.

Thespian Cens

Thespian Cens is the group that supervises the operation of the Thespian Club. It is the responsibility of Thespian Cens to see that the Thespian Club is functioning properly and that it is meeting the needs of the student body.

Attention!

Assemble your parents and friends and come to the Campus Center in the evening for a performance by the Thespian Club. The performance will be held in the Campus Center on Friday, February 12, at 8:00 p.m. The performance will consist of a play that has been selected by the Thespian Club and that is relevant to the current events on campus.

Assembly Line Tour for ASME, SAE

Automobile assembly lines in full swing will be viewed tomorrow afternoon by students from the ASME-sponsored tour of the Packard Motor Car Company's Kalamazoo Vista Ave. plant.

Be there on time, or you will miss some of the most interesting and informative parts of the tour.

Delays

The tour, postponed from last week's schedule, is now set for an 8:00 a.m. departure from the students' residence hall. The delay was caused by the bad weather, which made it impossible to complete the tour on time.

SAA Big Y Picture

The SAA picture for the 1951-52 academic year will be posted in the SAE building, and it will be available for transportation arrangements at a cost of $1.00.

SAE Tech Speakers

The SAE Tech Speakers will be held at 7:30 p.m. every Thursday in the SAE building. The speakers will be chosen from a list of qualified individuals who have been recommended by the faculty and staff.

Duties of the ACS/Officers

The duties of the ACS/Officers are as follows:

1. The Athletic Manager is responsible for the preparation of the budget and for the training of the student body in the organization.
2. The Thespian Cens is responsible for the supervision of the Thespian Club.
3. The Assembly Line Tour is responsible for organizing and conducting the tour for ASME and SAE students.

If you have any questions or concerns, please contact your ACS/Officers. We are always available to help you in any way we can.
The orchestra, under its assistant director, John Barret, will also give a symphony concert in Pasadena Civic Auditorium to-morrow evening at 8:30.

The Use of Trumps

One problem which declarer often faces is deciding how to play the trump suit. Usually it is good practice to draw all declarer's trumps before they can do any damage. This week's hand, however, illustrates one situation in which such a policy would be disastrous.

South, in his own hand, thereby mak- ing the necessary 10 tricks. Since declarer's tricks are all in dummy and three diamonds

Which "Joe" has the "GABANARO"?

Both, of course! The new Arrow "Gabanaro" sport shirt can be worn casual or with his classic Arrow collar, and can be worn to the perfect either way. In your exact collar size, in the sleeve length (listed to fit all shapes and sizes!), Washable rayon gabardine.
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THE FIRST SPORTS SHIRT THAT REALLY LOOKS GOOD WITH A TIE!

The Gabanaro, America's favorite washable gabardine sport shirt, has the Arrow collar with "built-in" shoulder rolls, swell open or with a tie. The Gabanaro has a natural roll, looks swell open or with a tie. It is the shirt that looks so good with a tie. Look good with a tie! With revolutionary "ARAFOLD" COLLAR
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Tennis Season Opens; Baseball Work Begins

Techs, Loyola Outlook Good

Despite the loss of Jack Polkinheimer, who graduated last year, and Ed Welch, who converted his court maneuvers to naval tactics, the varsity tennis team is quickly shaping up.

Second Report

The rocket swingers will play Loyola here the third week, with the following line up: Singles—Palmer Smith, Jack Martin, Roger Butler, Burke Welsh, Jim Le Fier, Ed Elyer. Doubles—Palmer Smith—Jack Martin, Roger Butler—Burke Welsh, Tom Kernley—Ed Elyer.

Fresh talent last year promises to add greatly to this year's team. Palmer Smith won last year's City Tournament, Ed Elyer, Tom Kernley and Bill Wood are giving last year's team a strong fight for the maintenance of positions in the above line up.

New Courts

Coach John Lamb looks at Pomona as the strong team this season. Although there is no line up matched with Muir and Santa Barbara High, there are many future tennis players of the $10,000 per year which the school is spending for new tennis courts in Tournament Park. The goal is right new courts.

We Highly Recommend

Carl's Caltech Barbers
On California St., Near Lake

PASSAIC COURT
BOUNDS
Streets of Caltech
Barber Shop

WE ARE READY FOR
SPRING SPORTS
BASEBALL—TRACK—TENNIS
CHAMBERLAIN ATHLETIC CO.
27 SOUTH EL MOLINO
SY. 4-4161

VROMAN'S

Again first with the finest
new Parker "541" with remarkable
Aere-matic feed行动.

new "53" Special

new Parker "231"

new Parker Pens and Pencils

(new $6.00)

(new $2.00)

(new $3.00)

(new $4.00)

(new $3.00)

Four pens for every budget by world-famous Parker. For the quality tennis teams anywhere—right, the right pen, the right price and the right PRICE for you.

VROMAN'S
Sy. 3-1171

Beavers, Sagehens Meet for 1st Time

Tech Drops Two to Chapman 72-42, Cal Poly 52-38; Now in Loop Cellar

As the second of a double-baker Saturday night, the ever-winning Caltech Engineers met the Pomona Sagehens at 8 p.m. in the PCC gym. This game may be the only one that the Beavers have been waiting for. They are getting ameoned up about not winning, so don't be surprised if they break loose against the Hens.

Beavers Run

In the warm-up game last Friday afternoon against Cal Poly the Beavers looked far from impressive. Once again it was a game in which the forwards failed completely to do much scoring. Therefore center Butler was relied upon to do the work, and he obliged by getting 14 points. In spite the Beavers looked far better in many occasions they were reckless and allowed the short Cal Poly men to dominate the game. This was a game Tech should never have lost, and certainly not by the score of 52-38.

Against Chapman Saturday night it was much the same. In the first half the Engineers played better than usual, but their familiar second half collapse came on again that ended in a Chapman rout. For the first 7th score Ber-}

For SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
Place Your Order for a Converse Early at
JONKER’S FLORISTS
Second Building South of California on Lake
Only a Few Blocks from Tech
SY. 3-7167
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FEATURING:

Bettina Irons

Becomes Miss California

Bettina Irons, Miss California, has been featured on a series of "Orange Bowl of the West" television programs this past month. Bettina is the only Californian who has been featured on this series.

Many have been featured on the "Orange Bowl of the West" television programs this past month. Bettina is the only Californian who has been featured on this series.
BEAVERS, SAGEHENS

"Continued from Page 3"

3-in.-hand push shot from 25 feet out. Later Sereno accomplished the length of the court and was found with the ball. Patapoff's free throw was good making the score 168 Chapman's fav.

Michaelson put the Beavers ahead 11-8 and lead was short-lived as the Panthers rallied.

Patapoff took the second tipoff and 15:15 were clocked in the first minute. With Chapman running 2-1 hitter, Coach Shying very aggressively the Tech ran away and won the threat.

Patapoff and Sereno left the Beavers lacking any scoring, fouled out with ten minutes early, too.

Chapman's four open look led the score length of the court and was followed by returnee push shot from 25 feet out. His free throw was good thereby making the score 168 Chapman's fav.

With 25 from Johnson and Oleson (19),..."